Directions to

Golpata Bed & Breakfast
From DAC Airport
By Private or Hired Vehicle
Time: 15 minutes

Cost:
Official Airport Taxi's: 500 to 1,000 BDT (You must haggle. Anything over 800 is ridiculous!)
Uber or Pathao Cars: 200 to 350 BDT
CNG (auto rickshaws): 250 to 350 BDT
Official airport taxis and Uber cars will meet you outside of arrivals.
CNG’s and motorbikes will be outside the airport near the parking lot, about 5 min walk.
Directions:
1. Exit the airport onto the main road. Look out for 5* Radisoon Blu Hotel.
2. Take the exit to our area, called Sh-ow-ra, about 300 meters before 5* Radisson Blu Hotel
(opposite Army Golf Club).
3. You will see a large railgate with blocking bars for incoming train.
4. Turn left and follow the zigzag road towards Showra Bazar. You’ll reach a street with lots of a
small shops. At the end of that street, you will see a Walton's signboard.
5. Turn right at the Walton signboard and immediately left; this is Lichu Bagan Road.
6. We're in the first building on your left. Our building's official name is Hafiz Gardenvand it's
opposite Gulshan Degree college. Our Golpata Home is on the 5th floor in unit 5H.
By Bus
Time: 20 minutes
Cost: 20 BDT (cash only, need bills 100 BDT or less)
Directions:
1. Walk past the parking lot, out of the traffic circle, and cross the street to the same side as the
train station. (Note: Buses stopping near the traffic circle are going the opposite direction.)
2. Follow the people to the side of the road in front of the train station where buses are stopping.
This is the airport bus stop.
3. Ask any of the buses if they stop at “Sh-ow-ra”. Each of the buses' attendants should have no
problem assisting you.
4. Get off at Shewra railgate (as spelled in Google Maps), which is 3-4 stops after the airport.
5. Follow the directions from Step 4 of the driving directions above. You can walk (about 10
minutes) or hire a rickshaw (5 minutes, 20Tk).

If you need any assistance, you or your driver can call Mr. Joy at +880 1721791089.
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From Banani or Gulshan 2
By Rickshaw
Time: 20-30 minutes
Cost: 60-80 BDT total, change twice, no more than 50 taka per rickshaw.
Walking
Time: 30-40 minutes
Directions: Follow Google maps, past a nice park, then through the neighborhood as pictured below.

From Gulshan 1
By Uber or Pathao
Time: 40-60 minutes depending on traffic.
Cost: 150-250 BDT
Avoid Pragati Ave / Jamuna Future Park during peak hours and go through the neighborhood streets,
pictured above, instead.

From Old Dhaka, Gabtoli, or Rest of the City
By Uber, Pathao, or CNG
Time: 40-90 minutes depending on traffic

Cost: 250-400 BDT

By Bus
Time: 60-90 minutes depending on traffic

Cost: 50-100 BDT.

There is an air-conditioned bus from Golpata near Jamuna Future Park direct to Old Dhaka.
For other routes, check with us when you arrive.
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